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Abstract

The goals of this translational study are to create an animal model of joint injury and evaluate the impact of Vitamin D in prevention and progression of PTOA. Concurrently, we will evaluate a clinical cohort of USMA cadets treated for ACL tear, with pre- and post-injury serum 25-hydroxy-Vitamin D levels and correlation with joint space narrowing and biomarkers of cartilage injury. If Vitamin D supplementation can prevent the onset of often rapid joint destruction that occurs with PTOA, this simple, safe, and inexpensive intervention could potentially translate to pre-emptive treatment for high-risk military occupations. In addition, Vitamin D could be used at the time of injury to possibly mitigate ongoing articular cartilage damage.
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Introduction

The purpose of this study is to create an animal model of joint injury and evaluate the impact of Vitamin D supplementation in prevention and progression of post-traumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA). Concurrently, this funding supports an add-on study at the United States Military Academy, to evaluate a clinical cohort of USMA cadets treated for anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tear, with pre- and post-injury serum 25-hydroxy-Vitamin D levels and correlation with joint space narrowing and biomarkers of cartilage injury. If Vitamin D supplementation can prevent the onset of often rapid joint destruction that occurs with PTOA, this simple and safe intervention could potentially translate to pre-emptive treatment in high-risk military occupations. In addition, Vitamin D could be used at the time of injury to possibly mitigate ongoing articular cartilage damage.
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Overall Project Summary

This report represents the second annual summary of work for the 2015-16 year of funding for this project. Reporting will be organized by task as noted in the Statement of Work.

Specific Aim 1: to evaluate the impact of systemic Vitamin D supplementation on the initiation and development of surgically induced OA in a murine model

Objectives: Vitamin D Supplementation and Rodent Surgery
Imaging/Tissue Analysis of Surgical Model

Progress

- We have completed the all three rounds of animal experimentation with C57-BL6 mice fed to supplement with four levels of Vitamin D:
  - control (1.5 IU/kg - minimal Vitamin D)
  - 1500 IU/kg (normal dietary level of Vitamin D)
  - 5000 IU/kg
  - 10,000 IU/kg
- A total of 300 mice underwent surgical initiation of osteoarthritis using destabilization of the medial meniscus and MCL sectioning. Small subgroups were treated with anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) sectioning to evaluate the degree of osteoarthritis induction.
- We changed the timepoints to evaluate mice at 8, 12, 16, and 20 weeks as we noted minimal induction of osteoarthritis at 4 and 8 weeks.
- Initial testing using mouse Vitamin D ELISA confirmed graduated levels of Vitamin D in the sera of treated mice groups.
We then performed histology, faxitron Xray imaging, and selected micro-CT analysis of the murine knees.

A group of experienced animal histology investigators performed a blinded rating of the degree of osteoarthritis of the murine knee histology using the Glasson scale, for rounds 1 and 2 of murine experimentation.

**Results**

Using ELISA, we evaluated differential levels of circulating 25-hydroxy-Vitamin D in each of the 4 groups of mice fed different levels of Vitamin D over time, and noted initial increase in circulating 25-hydroxy-Vitamin D levels that differed by feeding dose, with metabolic equilibration over time. While high doses of Vitamin D have been previously shown to be well-tolerated in mice, the findings of metabolic equilibration over time have not been previously reported. In males, the dose-response from minimal to high levels was shown best at 2 and 4 weeks; we did not have data on females in this group at 2 weeks.

We also tested Vitamin-D binding protein (DBP), which binds Vitamin D metabolites in plasma up to a certain species-specific level. It has been shown that free Vitamin D metabolites are active, and thus once DBP binding is maximized, the free metabolite levels will increase. Our results showed the highest levels of DBP in the mice given minimal Vitamin D, with DBP decreasing as supplementation increased.
In analysis of the histology from round 2, performed by the same three blinded examiners for consistency, we noted improved consistency of arthritic change at the 8, 12,16, and 20 week timepoints. Histological analysis again showed some evidence in female mice of mitigation of post-traumatic osteoarthritis in the ACL group, as well as in females at 12 weeks, but no trends in male mice.

On the left, 20-week female with 0 Vitamin D supplementation with thinned cartilage and joint narrowing. On the right, female with 5000IU/kg supplementation, showing normal staining of the cartilage with less articular change. Note that in both, tibial squaring and osteophyte is visualized.
20 week histology samples from male mice with 5000 IU/kg Vitamin D. Note osteoarthritic changes on the left, with lesser changes on the right. Supplementation again seems to be more effective in female sex of mice.

- We completed the third round of murine surgery and murine sacrifice at 20 weeks just before the PI’s institutional move from the University of Connecticut to the University of Chicago, while micro-CT analysis began for the round 2 mice. Micro-CT analysis is ongoing for the 12, 16, and 20 week timepoints of round 2, with measurement of subchondral bone volume and osteophyte counts. Histological analysis and micro-CT of round 3 murine specimens is beginning.

**Faxitron imaging** showed progressive signs of osteoarthritis over time.

8, 12, and 16 week views with DMM (surgical) limb on left, sham surgery on right; all are of male mice with 1500 IU (normal) feed levels.
**Micro-CT analysis** has similarly shown signs of progressive osteoarthritis with aging in the murine model. Because micro-CT was to be performed in the 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} rounds, we only have completed data from the 2\textsuperscript{nd} round. The third round analysis is pending funding transfer to set up a subaward to complete the work.

Above, 12 week female murine knees with 1.5U/kg (minimal) Vitamin D supplementation. The right knee (above on left) is the operative knee with induced osteoarthritis, compared to the sham surgery left knee of the same mouse.

This is compared to a 12 week male murine knee image, with supplementation of 10,000 IU/kg Vitamin D. Note the lack of osteophyte formation on the operative right knee (above, left).
At 20 weeks, we begin to see more osteoarthritis in general. Below, left is a female fed 10,000 IU/kg of Vitamin D; in the middle, one fed 5,000 IU/kg. On the right, a female fed normal levels (1500 IU/kg Vitamin D).

The results of the micro-CT are suggestive, but not confirmatory, that there is some impact of increased Vitamin D supplementation, with fewer signs of joint degeneration seen on radiography and micro-CT. However, analysis will include pooled data from rounds 2 and 3 with measurement of osteophyte volume.

Histology analysis is ongoing, with the first two rounds showing promising data. A group of three experienced investigators rated histology slides in a blinded fashion using the Mankin scoring system for severity of murine joint osteoarthritis, with the findings of:

- Overall minimal induction of osteoarthritis in the earlier timepoints
- No correlation between Vitamin D supplementation and osteoarthritis in male or female mice at 4 or 8 weeks.
In female mice at 12 and 16 weeks, ratings showed decreased OA histologically on the tibial side at 12 weeks and on both the tibial and femoral sides at 16 weeks.

We did not observe this effect in male mice, as shown below:

In a subset of mice treated with ACL transection in combination with destabilization of the medial meniscus, we observed faster onset and more severe osteoarthritic changes. Note the near complete loss of cartilage on the left side of the knee, with fibrillation and displacement of the meniscus.
Evaluation of these mice showed a protective effect of Vitamin D supplementation, although all of these mice developed osteoarthritis at 8 weeks. However, there was a trend toward less severe involvement in the supraphysiologically dosed female mice, as shown below.

![ACL Transection at 8 weeks in female mice](chart)

**Accomplishments**

- Completed animal surgeries and round 2 of histology.
- Established reliable histology ratings techniques using Mankin scoring rubric.
- Showed early correlative findings of protective effect of Vitamin D using Faxitron Xray and micro-CT.
- We have some exciting potential evidence of Vitamin D mitigation of OA in female animals.

**Challenges**

- Transfer of grant funding from the University of Connecticut to the University of Chicago.

**Specific Aim 2: To evaluate the serum 25-hydroxy-Vitamin D status of military cadets before and after ACL injury and reconstruction and correlate these findings with biomarkers of articular cartilage injury as well as radiographic joint space narrowing**

**Objectives: Initiation of Add-on to Existing Study**

*Subject Enrollment/Specimen and Data Collection*

**Progress**

- We obtained Keller Army Hospital and UConn Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval in October 2014 to add-on to the existing study of ACL tears in United States
Military Academy (USMA) cadets and biomarkers for initiation of PTOA. Our IRB approval allows us to also measure 25-hydroxy-Vitamin D levels in pre-injury, at-injury, at-surgery, and post-surgical serum samples from USMA subjects.

- To date, study participation is as follows per Dr. Cameron (USMA PI):
  - 88 ACL injured cadets screened
  - 55 ACL injured cadets enrolled in study; this is on target for 90-100 cadets to be enrolled over three years.
  - Matched control subjects are also enrolled for each ACL injured case.
- We will not perform Vitamin D testing until we have reached target enrollment, both for reliability of testing (batched testing is much more comparable) and budget costs.

Results/Accomplishments reporting is deferred pending further enrollment for this segment of the study.

Problems/Changes

- With the change in institution and delay in funding transfer, completion of histology and rating for round 3 of animal surgery is not finished.
- Immunohistochemistry of murine knees, similarly, has not begun pending funding.
- It is anticipated that a no-cost extension may be necessary.

Key Research Accomplishments

- The main accomplishment is the preliminary finding of a correlation between increased Vitamin D supplementation and decreased OA histologically in the murine model. It is interesting to note that this was only seen in females, implying a possible sex-differential effect. Van Grootheest et al showed in a recent epidemiological study in the Netherlands that circulating Vitamin D levels were higher in women than men, particularly in the group under 35 years. In contrast, Rabenberg et al showed no sex differences in 25-hydroxy-Vitamin D levels in an adult census study. In our second round of the animal study, this appeared to be a consistent effect.

Conclusion

This combined animal and clinical study is making progress in both focus areas. We have successfully induced post-traumatic osteoarthritis in murine knees, and have demonstrated that we can effectively supplement mice with dietary Vitamin D in varying doses. Additionally, we have obtained some interesting preliminary evidence that Vitamin D in supraphysiologic doses mitigates the degree of PTOA in female animals. We are analyzing data from micro-CT, further histology, and X-ray, and will be starting immunohistochemical work shortly, pending finalization of grant funding transfer to the University of Chicago.
Our add-on to the clinical study has been successful thus far and enrollment continues. Over half of subjects have been enrolled. Data from these subjects will be available for analysis once we perform batched serum Vitamin D testing, at the end of enrollment.

Publications, Abstracts, and Presentations - Nothing to report

Inventions, Patents, and Licenses – Nothing to report

Reportable Outcomes – Nothing to report

Other Achievements - Nothing to report
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The purpose of this study is to evaluate the impact of Vitamin D in prevention and progression of post-traumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA). The animal portion of this study involves surgical induction of osteoarthritis in mice, with supplementation of varying levels of Vitamin D, and evaluation using histology and micro-CT. The clinical portion is an add-on study at the United States Military Academy, evaluating a clinical cohort of USMA cadets treated for anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tear, with pre- and post-injury serum 25-hydroxy-Vitamin D levels and correlation with joint space narrowing and biomarkers of cartilage injury. Findings from the animal model show preliminary evidence that Vitamin D supplementation may decrease OA in female animals, with less severe micro-CT imaging and histologic changes in animals given supraphysiologic doses of oral Vitamin D. Micro-computed tomography analysis is ongoing and immunohistochemistry is pending. In the clinical portion, we have enrolled 55/100 (55%) of the required patients for the clinical study, but will evaluate serum 25-hydroxy-Vitamin D once the entire cohort is enrolled. Our findings provide preliminary support for the concept that Vitamin D supplementation could prevent the onset of often rapid joint destruction that occurs with PTOA, with important implications for high-risk military occupations.